USS Scimitar 
presents
"The Monkey In The Middle" part 6
Stardate 11204.30

Starring:
Einar Sigurðsson as Captain Jonathan Rome, CO
Lilia Perfeito as Lieutenant Laeena Saprin, OPS
Janaye Hinsley as Lieutenant JG Haylin Raash, CTO

Absent:
CJ Short as Ensign Sara Natalie Sumner, FCO
Anna Menser as Ensign Adah Jeq, CMO

NPCs:
Julian the Alien Simian

SM - Russell Hinsley 

Host Julian says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Raash says:
::sits in a lab carefully scanning the hull sample from Julian's ship::

Host Julian says:
CTO: What are you looking for?

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: Anything that may interact with particles in our universe when we try to send you home.

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: We don't want our universe to be snuffed out of existence or anything.

Host Julian says:
CTO: Oh I dont think there is a danger of that.. It more than likely would have happened on the initial opening.

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: We don't know that it didn't.  We can't tell for certain that your universe is still there.

Host Julian says:
CTO: Well that would cetainly present a problem wouldnt it.

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: Definitely.  ::completes the scan::  Your hull is similar to the materials we use but the configuration is quite different.

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: It's no wonder the original scan didn't show anything clearly.

Host Julian says:
CTO: We use particular alloys that have shown to be quite adaptive to space travel.

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: Well, it looks like one of your alloys didn't like your new engine.

Host Julian says:
CTO: What did you find?

CTO_Raash says:
Julian: Just what the facts tell us.  The mix between the chronotons and vertion particles.  That had to have mixed with something in your ship to send you here.  I have work to do.  Perhaps, you can show the Captain what we've found so far.

CTO_Raash says:
::walks further into the lab and continues her work::

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
::on the bridge, at her station, investigating the source of the high chronoton emissions::

CO_Capt_Rome says:
::sits in his chair, reviewing the reports as they come in::

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
CO: Captain, our sensors don't seem to be able to find the real source of the emissions that brought Julian here. I believe launching a probe might help.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
OPS: Do it. ::stands up:: Something doesn't seem right here.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
CTO: Do you have anything to report ?

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
::nods:: CO: I agree. ::taps her console to contact the science department, asking them to prepare a probe able to catch the source of these chronotons::

CO_Capt_Rome says:
Julian: Julian, can you theorize as to what is emitting these chronotons

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
::as science gets the probe ready and loads it, she looks up again:: CO: The probe is ready to launch.

Host Julian says:
CO: There is a working theory that something in my hull makeup may have reacted with my new engines. But at this point I am not sure.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
CTO: I want those hull readings analyzed.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
OPS: Launch it.

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
::taps her console to launch the probe and send it to the point where the particles are more concentrated and has the probe report telemetry throughout its entire journey::CO: Probe away.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
OPS: Bring the telemetry up on the viewscreen, please.

CO_Capt_Rome says:
::walks over to stand next to her console::

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
::nods and puts on screen both the images and the rest of the data coming in from the probe::

OPS_Lt_Saprin says:
CO: As you can see, there are some readings coming in from below the ship's hull. But for some reason the computer can't tell what this reading is.

Host Julian says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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